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This incredible ride features 16 outward-facing spinning and free looping seats as well as swinging 24 metres over the
top in a 360º action, allowing passengers to experience both a weightless sensation and forces of 4.5g - unbelievable
dynamics that offer unrivaled thrills!

The ride has adopted a menacing industrial theme which really makes it stand out from the crowd.

In 2012, Better Rides were the first operator to bring the Loop Fighter by Italian manufacturers 'Technical Park' to the
UK. Since its debut AtmosFear has accumulated a firm fan base, with many event-goers not content with just one
ride... they ride again and again and again! Some dedicated fans even travel many miles just for their “AtmosFear fix”!
It is this repeat custom and loyal following that show that AtmosFear is quite possibly the most exciting mobile
attraction around.

MANUFACTURER: TECHNICAL PARK (ITALY)
GENERIC NAME: LOOP FIGHTER 
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE: 2012
CAPACITY: 16
RIDE CYCLE LENGTH: VARIABLE
MINIMUM RIDER HEIGHT: 140CM
MAXIMUM RIDER HEIGHT: 200CM
RIDE HEIGHT: 24M
FOOTPRINT: FRONTAGE - 16.2M
                        DEPTH - 15.5M (+ SWING) 

https://youtu.be/4SOM_P4IyWg

https://www.facebook.com/AtmosFearRide

https://www.betterrides.co.uk/atmosfear

As an outdoor attraction, we are in an inherently good
position to avoid the passing of the virus from person to
person. However, we also implement other practices to
keep infection risk to an absolute minimum, such as:
Social distancing, face coverings, hand sanitiser stations,
frequent cleaning of touch points, disinfection of the
passenger restraints, contactless payments, NHS track and
trace check-in and on-going risk assessments.


